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ABSTRACT

This paper is about some blow-down experiments performed at the "Scalbatra

io" Center of the University of Pisa. The blow-down tests have been made to in

vestigate the depressurization of a vessel with internal structures, reproduc-

ing the geometry of a BWR. The experimental data have been compared with cal-

culations performed by the RELAP program, in order to evaluate the scaling ef-

fects related to their application to large scale units.
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1. INTRODUCTION .

The purpose of this work is to collect experimental information about the

thermohydraulic transient subsequent to a full-area break in the cold leg of

the BWR primary circuit.

The experimental data will be employed to control and to develop analytical

models used by computer codes for LOCA analyses in LWRs. Besides, the experi-

mental program has the aim of reproducing, by a small scale apparatus, the

main aspects of nuclear vessel depressurization, before the ECCS injection •

time.

The research program was progressively developed at the "Istituto di Impian

ti Nucleari" of the University of Pisa, investigating) about blow-down without ,

internal structures. Comparisons between theoretical and experimental re-
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suits ' showed that pressure and mass bystory in vessels without internals

is conditioned expecially by the internal volume and the rupture area. At

Scalbatraio Center of the University of Pisa, it was possible to reproduce in

real time the depressurization of a vessel 11.2 m high, with an internal vo-

lume of 5200 It, using a model 3m high, with an internal volume of 90 It.

This result was obtained reducing the model rupture area, according to the vo

lumetric scaling factor.

Extending the application of this standard, the internal geometry of a BWR

vessel was reproduced by a small scale model with internals. The first expe-

riments were performed by this model for evaluating how much the internals

may vary the blow-down transient. The same experiments will also be employed

to test the RELAP program as "best estimate code". The analysis of the obtained

results can suggest to modify the design of the experimental model,-to impro-

ve the simulation of the full scale nuclear plant.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The blow-down tests have been performed using the PIPER vessel 3 m high

and having an internal volume of 90 lt(Fig. l). This vessel is equipped

with four blowdown nozzles, at different height from the bottom. The greatest

2
area of the break section which can be employed for blow-down tests is 20 cm .

The experimental facility is suitable for tests both with water-stream mixture
g

or pressurized water, at initial pressure lower than 100 kg/cm , and with fluid

temperature up to 310°C.
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The internal fluid is heated "by an electrical device in the vessel bottom.

The discharge area openiiig is operated by a double rupture disc assembly. The
Jkf

full-opening time of this assembly was evaluated about 3 ms

The experimental equipment allows one to measure the instantaneous values

of fluid pressure and temperature at different stations in the vessel. It is

possible also to measure the force acting on the vessel support during the

blow-down. A device for liquid level dynamic measurements was tested and it

is being improved.

All the tests performed up to now concern blow-down experiments with satu

rated water. In this research the PIPER vessel has been equipped with structu

res that simulate the core-steam separator-jet pumps assembly of the referen

ce BWR.

The internals were designed keeping constant the volume ratios among the

different parts of the experimental model (lower and upper plenum, core, down

comer, etc.) and the correspondent volumes in the full'size plant.

Only core overall dimensions were considered, neglecting, in first appro-

ximation, the thermic and hydraulic effects related to the presence of fuel

elements and control rods.

The upper and lower grids are simulated by two plates, having only one

central hole, whose area is nearly proportional to the holes of reactor grids.

Half of the jet-pumps shut-off during the LOCA were simulated with only

one pipe of equivalent diameter, which links in by-pass the lower plenum and

the upper annulus. This pipe was situated in the core area, owing to the lit-

tle space at disposal in the experimental model downcomer. The effects due to

fluid flow in the unbroken jet-pumps were not preliminarily considered.

Fig. 1 is a schematic drawing of PIPER vessel, with its internals. There

are also the two break nozzles employed in the experiments and the positions

of the pressure (PPi) and the temperature (TTi) transducers.

3. TEST PERFORMED
/I U/ '

In a previous research. ' ,. several tests without internals have been

performed, varying in sequence the discharge area or the geometry blow-down

nozzle (sharp or half-round edge at inlet). Some experiments at initial pres-
2

sure of 70.7 kg/cm were repeated until the experimental pressure transient

was equal to that one of a *»20 m vessel, calculated by the RELAP program

using one control volume, with initial flow of saturated water and contraction
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coefficient C=l. Through comparison between the experimental results and the

••> A /

RELAP ones, the scaling factors were fixed, to get in different vessels

the same depressurization and specific mass-flow transients.

The 'blow-down nozzle geometry and its area, • found in the previous experi_

ments were maintened in the tests with internal structures.

Table I shows the characteristic data of some tests ; all these were per

formed at the operating pressure of the reference BWR, with the same vapor

initial quality.

U. NODALIZATIOM OF THE EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AMD IMPUT DATA FOR RELAF CALCU-

LATION

The pressure vessel was nodalized as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. k. In the

first case (without internals), a one control volume model was used, with a

leak junction placed at the blow-down nozzle centerline. We think it necessary

not to consider the blovdovn nozzle region as second node since its volume is

a negligible percentage (& O.8jt) of total internal volume.

In the second case (with internals), according to the phisical phenomena

that happen during the transient, the PIPER vessel can be divided into the

following areas:

- lower plenum;

- core;

- steam separator;

- downcomer;

- upper plenum.

The nodalization used for calculations consists of 7 control volumes and 8

junctions.

The first five vessel areas, which are also geometrically well defined,

are represented with a single control volume. Instead,the upper plenum, was

simulated by two control volumes to improve the model behaviour, for the cha-

racteristics of two-phase system in this area. In fact, at the beginning of

the transient, the upper annulus is not homogeneus at all, because there is

water up to about 10 cm below the top of the steam separator.

Once established the vessel nodalization, the main input data for RELAP

code were calculated as follows: :

- the contraction coefficient was put as zero in every junction, except for

the break junction where it was put as 0.55 (according to previous calcula-

; *



tions performed for the same. geometry of the discharge area'A,5/.

- some vaiues of the resistance coefficients were calculated from available

data not using those calculated by the RELAP in relation to the hypoteses

at the basis of this (homogeneous, single-phase fluid and axial symmetric

flow). For example, near junction 5» annular shaped, the behaviour of the

streamlines near the wall is quite different from the one estimated by the

hydraulic model of BELAP code.;

- the bubble parameters in various control volumes were established from the

/5 7/

results of calculation runs ' .

In the reference BWE calculations, the nodalization pattern in Fig. U was

employed. The values of the quantities which govern the analytical model dy-

namics were the ones recommended ' for a nuclear power plant.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main experimental and calculated- results are shown in the subsequent

figures.

The results of the test n. 70713 were in accordance with the reference de-

pressurization transient (Fig. 2); in this figure we do not present the pre§_

sure transient calculated for 70713 test, because it practically coincides

with the experimental one.

In Fig. 3 and U, the pressure transients obtained in tests without inter-

nals are compared with the ones.of correspondent tests with internals. The

transients for blow-down from the steam zone are shown in Fig. 3 and the cor-

respondent ones with blow-down from the liquid zone in Fig. U. In the pre-

vious figures the measurements performed in the lower plenum (PP1 or PP6

transducer) are reported. The tra sients measured at different stations were

almost equal to. those (only at the beginning there is a slight difference in

the pressure decay).

The chain line in Fig. 1» represents the pressure transient calculated for

the test with internals; the dotted line represents the calculation results

for the reference BWR. • • • .

In Fig. 5, the initial part of the previous pressure transients is shown

in detail. • "„'' " • * . J.

All the experiments with internals point out that the initial depressuri-

zation rate increases more than in the experiments without internals (Fig.5).

4
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This different behaviour is probabily due to the braking effect-of the inter-

nals on the growth of the bubbles and on the mass tranfer from bottom to top

of the vessel.

In the tests with outflow from the liquid zone, the pressure suddenly drops

as soon as water present in the zone near the break nozzle runs out. Then, the

pressure decay rate is higher in the upper plenum than at the bottom of the

vessel (Fig. 5). Pressure difference across the jet-pump draws new water into

the downcomerj the quality of blow-down mixture is reduced and pressure decay

stops. Subsequent depressurization becomes almost equal to the initial one,

until liquid water is present in the downcomer. Later, the depressurization

rate increases again and the transient follows a behaviour similar to the

previous one.

If one plugs the pipe that simulates the jet-pumps assembly,no interrup-

tion of the" pressure decay happens

The calculation model provides1 outputs in satisfactory agreement with the

experimental data in the first seconds of pressure transient. Later, the cal-

culated pressure hystories are more regular than the measured ones in the

tests performed with internal structures. The analytical and numerical model

does not seem suitable to reproduce the short stop of depressurization rate

experimentally measured.

The internals of PIPER vessel cause a pressure decay higher than the calcii

lated one for the reference BWR. This pressure gap is evident when only vapor

begins to outflow; it seems to depend on the dimensions of the pipe that simu

lates jet-pumps assembly. On the other band, the modeling of the same components

has a considerable weight on the calculated . results obtained for the full-sea

le power plant.

The end of experimental depressurization is delayed by the evaporation of

residual liquid mass, due to the heat release from the varm structures; of

course this has no interest for the research.

• 6. CONCLUSIONS . • . •

The experimental model .reproduces very well the initial depressurization

calculated by RELAP code for a reference BWR, when we neglect the core heat-

ing and the fluid flow in coolant branch not damaged by the LOCA.

The initial pressure transient depends very much on reversal mass flow ra

te that circulates in stopped jet-pumps assembly.
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Then the liquid level reaches the break position, the experimental model dyna

mies is quite different from the analytical one. This different behaviour is

probably due to defective modeling of jet-pumps assembly.

On the other hand, the analytical model seems not toteable to reproduce the

change of pressure decay rate experimentally observed.

The activities in progress have the aim of showing the reliability of the

collected information.
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TEST n r .

70115

70313

70413

70513

70713

70813

7O91S B

701015 A

701113 B

Ji
2

71.7

71,7

71,7

71,7

71.7

71.7

71.7

71,7

71,7

T
o

CO
286

286

286

286

286

286

286

286

286

M

CkK)

49.2

49.3

48,9

49,2

47,5

45,1

44,4

44,9

45.S

h .
o

(•)

2,129

2.134

2,104

2,129

2,049

2,199

2,166

2,188

2,249

*o 1 I ) S

18,18

18,038

18,468

18.181

20,702

18.84S

20,001

19,241

18,220

H' (•}

2,425

0,615

0,615

0,615

0,615

0.61S

0,615

2.42S

0,615

A

C-2)
172

196

133

130

145

145

17 2

172

14S

T

6

1,4

1.8

4 , 8

7 , 6

9

2 ,3

N O T E S

t.'ithout internals

Kithout internals

Without internals, blended edge R-5o»

Kithout internals

Without internals

Kith internals

Kith internals

Kith internals

Kith internals, jet-punp plugged

P • initial pressure
o

T • initial tenperature
©

M - initial water mass
o

• initial water level (T-T )
o

initial quality (ratio of
steam to water nass)

H' • break nozile height

A • break area

M • Tesidual water mass

Tab. 1 - Test conditions

Steam separator

L E G E N D A

6- Break nonle
S- Stay rod
4- Jet pimp

3/2- Steam separator
3/1- Upper grid

2- Core
1/2- Liner
1/1- Lower

Fig. 1 - PIPER vessel with internals
V̂



Fig. 2 - Experimental pressure transient and reference deprcs-

surization
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Fig. 3 - Experimental and calculated pressure transients (saturated

steam discharge) .
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Fig. 4 - Experimental and calculated pressure transients
(saturated water discharge).
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Fig. 5 - Pressure transients comparison and pressure difference
across the jet pump.


